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you feel some markets are expensive. The main option today appears to be the
emerging markets, which are coming back after a few difficult years resulting
from a collapse in commodity prices.
Finding attractive markets is a tough task, especially in the developing world
where the flow of corporate data is not on par with that in the developed world.
This is changing with some companies improving their governance policies in a
bid to be more shareholder-friendly.
Then there is political risk, especially with the frosty relations between North
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To tackle such political and governance concerns perhaps the best approach
could be to pick stocks based on fundamentals not geography.
This is a case of the right stock, not the right country.
With so much to debate we brought a group of owners, investors and advisers
together to discuss the most effective global equity strategies. The conversation
starts on page 4.
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Michael Bourke

“Passive is not as passive as it sounds. Whether you like it or not it’s an active
choice because of the composition of the index.”
Michael Bourke, M&G
Richard, around 60% of the Islington Council Pension Fund’s equity portfolio is invested
overseas. What countries are you exposed to?
Richard Greening: Allianz and Newton are our primary equity managers. Their investments are mainly in
Europe and the US, so we have taken out a £100m emerging market portfolio with Legal & General. That
is passive, but we’re looking to move to an active stance, which is more effective in the emerging markets.
Michael Bourke: The rise of passive should not necessarily be viewed as something negative. It forces
everybody to raise their game. Though in the emerging markets there are particular difficulties in going
overly passive. You’re buying something that’s increasingly dominated by a few large caps. Two or three
stocks in the index have managed a 25% to 30% performance, which is fantastic, but when you look
at the multiples on some of these names they are on 40, 50, 60, 100 times earnings. Plus, some of the
tech names carry quite pronounced Chinese policy risk, which the passive investor may not be aware of.
So passive is not as passive as it sounds. Whether you like it or not it’s an active choice because of the
composition of the index.
With regard to ETFs, in the emerging market space they move around the NAV. So any saving you make
on the fee differential between active and passive is wiped out when buying an above NAV ETF. So there
are various pitfalls.
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What role do equities currently play in a pension portfolio?
Greening: A pretty important one, particularly global equities. We’ve all had the huge benefit of Brexit’s
effect on sterling. Relatively speaking, we are now in a much stronger funding position. We’re approaching
90% having been in the doldrums of around 70% for many years. Pension funds were once much more
invested in the UK stock market, but as time has gone on people have concluded that global equities is a
larger and more profitable market. So there has been an incentive to move to global. There is also this bet
against the pound, which combined with quantitative easing, is inflating asset prices.
Donny Hay: Global equities play a crucial role in terms of diversification away from the narrowness of the
UK. The IMF’s recent global growth forecast has increased to around 3.2% to 3.5% for 2016, 2017 and
2018. What’s unusual at the moment is that synchronised growth across the world, particularly in emerging markets. Having the diversified exposure to that for a pension fund is important in terms of maximising
returns, but also getting the diversification benefits. We come across lots of different countries, stocks
and currencies.
John Belgrove: Equities play an important growth role in any long-term portfolio in any prevailing market
condition. A low return outlook doesn’t change that, but obviously it adds some challenges to meeting
clients’ objectives. Long-term investors typically are looking to invest globally to benefit from diversification
and although it will be fun to choose which markets look attractive, predicting markets is hard and professionally it has a high failure rate. Therefore it can be a stretch for trustees to take this on.
Hay: So many valuations are at extremely high levels. If you look at the cyclically-adjusted price-earnings
ratio it’s about 30 times now. When you start getting over 22 times history tells us that in the following
three years on average you should expect a downturn in prices of more than 20%. People are concerned
but bull markets are born on pessimism and then they mature on scepticism and then they move into a
phase of euphoria where things go badly wrong. People are nervous, but markets have a nasty habit of
climbing a wall of worry and people have been sceptical about the rise in equity markets but it’s continued
partly because bond yields are so low. It’s extrinsically linked to interest rates and what happens to the
future direction of interest rates because we are in this synchronised world and if interest rates were to
rise they would rise across the board, but as yet there’s little sign of wage inflation, so the party continues.
Joey Alcock: It’s that party continuing theme that is the real challenge. There’s a sense that valuations are
worrying but it keeps going, the low interest rate environment is still here even though we’re starting to see
cash rates creep up. It’s still kind of perverse in terms of the lower rate environment allowing for this easy
money, but if we start to see rates beginning to rise in a more pronounced manner that’s probably up for
debate whether or not the glide path to high or normalised rates is going to be a key element to determine
a shock or an easier path to normalisation. If we do see that start to grip equity markets it feels like they
are precarious in terms of where the valuations are and this is where passive investing is a concern.
There’s a sense that passive is somehow safe. It’s safe when you’re benchmarked against a passive
index. Frankly it’s safe for people looking after their jobs because they can always say: “At least we didn’t
underperform the benchmark.” In terms of actual returns to the consumers of these pension products
ultimately you’re doing them a disservice if you’re allowing them to ride the full market cycle down. We’ve
been getting interest from our clients with respect to equities that have downside protection capabilities
with a strong ability to protect in down market environments.
Belgrove: Passive certainly isn’t safe because equities aren’t safe investments. I would caution not to
overplay that active equity investment has some magic capital protection formula. Strongly rising rates
would be one of the catalysts for a shock in equity markets and in those circumstances, just as all boats
rise with the tide, they’re all going to go down. Therefore it becomes more a global asset allocation decision, which moves us beyond equities and thinking about other assets that provide a more robust total
fund structure.
Alcock: The actual allocation to equities is substantial in most pension funds and it’s about what do we
do when government bonds, the traditional area of protection, are so highly valued that the only way
you can really see it protecting is if there was a significant compression going back to negative rates.
That’s the key challenge and that’s why we temper our conversations with our clients around the ability
of active management to protect them from the downside. They have to have equity exposure to make
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long-term returns and outperform inflation, but the real question is where do you get genuine defensive
characteristics? We see our clients increasingly move towards alternative risk premia to get that genuine
diversification away from the classic equity beta. We have to have the equities, but where do we get the
protection from?
Bourke: Looking at the trends in developed markets over the last five years, it’s been fascinating to watch
the rise of valuations. We’re very valuation sensitive and thinking deeply about how much one pays for
an asset.
When you look across valuations of developed market equities it certainly standouts how expensive the
US looks. You have to separate the strong thematic thing that has been going on underneath, so if you
strip out the so-called FANG stocks maybe the US looks a bit less expensive. When you move to the
emerging markets we are sitting there, scratching our heads saying: “Hold on, guys. We’re extraordinarily cheap in a relative sense.” We are no longer as cheap as we were in Q1 2016, but we’re a long way
off the valuations that you’re seeing in developed market bonds or equities. Let’s face it, some of these
US glamour stocks are achieving fantastic growth rates, but there is some serious risk in the tech sector,
it just seems to be that there is no price too high to get these things. But when you look at valuations,
certainly on the value side of the screen, there’s a lot of value in the emerging markets.
Alcock: We’ve seen a pick-up in demand for emerging markets, particularly Asia. Concerns have faded
a little from a political perspective and potentially from an energy price perspective around the non-Asian
areas. Nonetheless everyone’s talking about Asia because of the attractive growth dynamics, the demographics and the perceived control of the North Korean risk or maybe there’s nothing we can do about it,
so why not just target Asia.
Hay: Emerging markets seem to be in a more synchronised economic growth cycle, which would hopefully point to a longer sustained period of good returns for equities. Do you see it that way?
Bourke: EM had a bad period between 2011 and 2015. It was essentially a bear market, a pretty torrid
time to be an investor, especially when your developed market cousins were knocking it out of the park. It
was a frustrating period, but in the last 18 months we have turned a corner. The EM is the comeback kid
of the global equity markets. Valuations were seriously depressed in Q1 2016, but we’ve had this marked
shift upwards in corporate fundamentals. EM management were perhaps slow to defend their margins
when there was this top-line pressure. There are a lot of government-owned entities in there that maybe
makes that reaction mechanism more sluggish. What we’ve seen in the last 18 months is that they cut
capex, they cut spending, there’s been a pick-up in margins and now we’re starting to see top-line growth
kick in. As a result you saw markets that had earnings picking up, good fundamentals and multiples at
attractive levels.
Alcock: What about the perception of reduced political risks?
Bourke: When you look across Asia there’s certainly a sense of political stability. I’m always a little wary
of that. Let’s face it whether it’s the UK or China, political stability may belie the truth of what’s going on
beneath the surface, but certainly China’s policy makers are in control of the ship. There has been a lot
of policy action and shift in the last 12 to 18 months. China, if anything, is moving to a position whereby
we’re seeing a definite sense of policy makers being censored by the composition of growth. It’s no longer
about wanting 7%, 8%, 10% growth. The conversation has moved to the point where there are rising
concerns about environmental issues. That’s a good sign. In the EM opportunities always come because
there are parts of those markets that come through a torrid period. Brazil is there now after a horrendous
adjustment with the impeachment of the former president. We see a difficult political governance set-up
there, but it has good corporate governance, some of the best in the emerging markets.
What effect has the stand-off between the United States and North Korea had on global equities?
Hay: Markets are poor at pricing tail-risks and North Korea is a tail-risk. They are much better at pricing
interest rate risk, whether interest rates are going to rise faster or slower than people are expecting. They
largely ignore the risks that they can’t price.
Belgrove: Markets are not focused around tail-risks and maybe that means investors need to think about
the degree of protection they have in their own portfolios. It’s not going to come naturally from within the
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Richard Greening

“Pension funds were once much more invested in the UK stock market, but
as time has gone on people have concluded that global equities is a larger and
more profitable market.”
Richard Greening, Islington Council Pension Fund
pricing mechanism. Everyone tends to start focusing on tail-risks when the event hits and then it’s a bit
late.
Bourke: In EM I’m always wary about pricing in too much for political risk because you can be worried about a country’s political situation at the wrong time in the cycle. If you looked at Brazil last year
you wouldn’t have touched it, but it was the right time to get involved. It had touched the bottom, the
impeachment was proceeding and there was a sense that the management ranks were being rotated.
We’ve seen a lot of changes, whether it was a caretaker president or a new CEO of Petrobras. So it was
the wrong time to suddenly get worried about the government. You start to get worried about political risk
when everything looks rosy, but actually underneath the government was spending too much money in
the wrong direction. When you start seeing those risks hit the front pages that tells you change is afoot
and we’ve seen material change in Brazil over the last two years. Where you see central banking compromising in its function, the gross interference in the management of corporates, whatever that might
be, that’s where we start to have concerns. North Korea has been a problem for a number of years but
arguably it’s only increasing in the headlines now because of Mr Trump’s erratic handling of it rather than
the situation actually getting any worse. It’s something we are aware of but not something that we watch
more materially.
Belgrove: Focus on your market and make the right comments about how to manage the tail-risks. The
job is, therefore, with the asset allocators to think about how am I going to proportion this for the tail-risks
that may pop up and what am I going to allocate my portfolio to deal with that. The expert in the sub-
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asset class isn’t always going to get the downside risk right. That’s the way it is, that’s what investment
is, financial markets are a beautiful, wonderful complex adaptive system. We can have astronomers that
can tell us exactly what day and time a comet is going to pass the Earth in a hundred years’ time, but we
can’t tell what’s going to happen in markets next week and it helps to have an understanding of how that
variability, notwithstanding the fundamental analysis, should drive long-term better outcomes.
Strategically we like emerging markets, have done for a long time, including during the difficult period
earlier in this decade. We would advocate more of an active strategy because selection is particularly
important in that environment, but all within proportion of a robust portfolio that’s thinking about different
scenarios that can hit it.
Hay: As an asset owner the large part of your returns are going to come from the strategic allocation
that you make across global equities, emerging markets and different forms of credit and alternative
risk premia. One’s always looking for a bit of extrages and global equities has lent itself more to passive
investment because it’s been much harder for managers to outperform those more efficient markets, but
emerging markets remain quite inefficient. In the last three years only a third of emerging market countries
had positive returns, but two-thirds of stocks had positive returns across those markets. So the world’s
becoming a more global place where the countries themselves have less influence than where those
stocks are actually trading and what they’re doing across different markets. At the end of the day most of
your returns are going to come from the actual asset class and, with the risks that we see with valuations,
having a well diversified portfolio across a number of areas is the best protection you can have. My experience tells me it’s time in the market not timing the market that will make you money. It is hard to know
what the market’s going to do next week. It’s hard putting in protection strategies when you get a bit worried because it costs you money, it might cost you a 4% premium to put in an equity protection strategy.
So a better way is to have a diversified portfolio across a number of asset classes and stick to your guns.
Bourke: One of the biggest tail-risks is paying too much for an asset. We are not cheerleaders for the
emerging markets per se. There are dangers in paying too much for some of these large cap names that
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have driven performance. When you look at the spread between growth earnings in EM and the price
you’re paying for that versus value names, it’s at a record now. We are certainly pointing out the danger by
saying that we’re sensitive to how much we pay for these assets and we are bottom-up focused on the
companies we own. We step away from saying the whole wider asset class is worth buying in its entirety.
That would be a mistake. It’s about being selective and choosing your assets carefully. Understand management, understand how they invest, understand the capital allocation record and then think about the
right price to pay for that.
Belgrove: Do you think it helps investors to look at their investments less through a geographical lens and
more through the lenses of value, momentum, quality and volatility?
Bourke: EM historically was very much a country selection approach. Going back to the Asian crisis,
country risk was very prominent in investors’ minds. We’ve moved a long way from that now. Arguably,
with the rise of globalisation and financialisation where international investors cross into any country,
nearly any asset you’re seeing in emerging markets has become more integrated and therefore it’s less
about a country and much more about picking the right asset. Of course, we note how overvalued or
undervalued the currency is but we don’t sit there and choose country by country. We’re not making any
top down call regarding picking a country, we follow the bottom up process and we find that’s where it
leads us to.
What sectors are you looking at?
Bourke: Sector-wise, EM defers to DM in that it has a lot more government-owned entities and a lot more
sectors. So technology now is 26% of the index, followed closely by financials. Beyond that telecoms are
something we are looking at closely. Energy is something we’ve invested more in the past year or two.
That’s trading to a big discount to the fundamentals. Some people are becoming bearish about oil but we
think oil demand is holding up quite well.
Belgrove: Do you think that there is a strong value theme coming through?
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John Belgrove

“Astronomers can tell us exactly what day and time a comet is going to pass
the Earth in a hundred years’ time, but we can’t tell what’s going to happen in
markets next week.”
John Belgrove, Aon Hewitt
Bourke: We follow the ideas and generally that leads us to South Korea where we have tech, financials
and energy. Financials in Korea have done well this year, they were depressed for a number of years but
the turn in rates cycles starting to percolate through to Asia has helped financials. Samsung has been a
fascinate case study, whereby you’re seeing a serious shift in corporate governance, not denying some
headlines regarding the owner, but underneath the managers have taken a proactive stance in paying out
a lot more to investors. Korea used to have one of the lowest payout ratios globally and that’s often an
indication of poor corporate governance. The two are often aligned. There’s been an inflection point in that
over the last 18 months to two years. We foresee this continuing and it’s something that other companies
are starting to copy, so it’s a very positive trend.
In a bid to revive the economy Japan is encouraging its companies to return more cash to
shareholders. Has that put Japanese equities on people’s radars?
Belgrove: Higher governance tends to lead to better outcomes in the long run, so these developments
are welcome. We’re quite favourable on Japan at the moment. Many things are driving that and governance is just one of the components. It’s often said in emerging markets that corporate governance is weak
and there is perhaps some evidence of that, but specialists in that area focus strongly on governance
aspects. So high-quality emerging market managers are all over this even more so than the developed
market counterparty, because it will drive better long-term outcomes. So better corporate structures and
better decision-making will lead to better run companies. To an extent, that is happening. China is a fantastic case in point. Its thinking is rapidly accelerating around renewable energies, for example. I wouldn’t
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necessarily associate emerging markets with bad governance, particularly in the hands of a skilful manager who will be focused on that task.
Greening: You have to look at the balance in terms of ESG. There are a lot of oil and mining companies
in the emerging markets, which have had significant governance issues. For example, people were shot
at one of Lonmin’s sites in South Africa a few years ago. We exited although we’re supposed to be passive and we also sold a particular mining company in Africa because it was about to start developing in
a national park. The whole governance of the company just stank essentially. So there are real issues
there and certainly with oil and mining companies there’s a big focus amongst pension scheme members
and the public on a big disinvestment campaign based on the Paris Climate Agreement and fears about
stranded assets. The real role for us in terms of engaging with those companies is to get them thinking
about where they place their capital because it’s clear that the world is changing particularly led by China
and now India to a certain extent where actually we are moving away from carbon in a real sense and so
having a stake in the companies that are developing those new technologies makes an awful lot of sense
environmentally and financially.
Alcock: We’ve certainly noticed a huge pick up in ESG-related emerging market searches. It’s becoming more sophisticated. It’s beyond: “We just want to exclude tobacco and want to exclude nuclear or
gambling or alcohol.” Investors want to see a genuine integration, a stock-by-stock basis of ESG through
emerging markets and certainly in terms of the drivers of this it could be the underlying members just
holding a divest campaign. I’ve seen some of those divest campaigns and slide shows, they’re pretty
compelling. I can understand why pension boards are feeling like they need to address these things to
meet the concerns of their members. So the difference in where the drivers are coming from is reflected
in the different approaches to what people want from ESG. Some will penalise a company for having poor
ESG considerations, other managers might take the view: “Well, actually based on positive engagement
going forward we see the potential for improvement on ESG at this particular company as a reason to
buy in now, engage with the company and enjoy the gains because of that improved ESG focus.” So it’s
this different rather than just sort of excluding bad it’s also encouraging and rewarding the good and the
potentially good as well.
If you divest out of a company it is difficult to engage. They’re not going to talk to you if you’re not an
owner. If you are going to drive positive change from an engagement perspective that’s an interesting
balance to have to address.
Bourke: We have seen an increase in demand for mandates that incorporate ESG into the investment
process. For us the G is a capital G. It’s the centre of our investment process. It goes to the heart of how
we think about investment and understanding how aligned management are with the minority shareholders. What has changed on that front in EM is corporate behaviour. It has improved, probably because
they’re getting more heat from investors, but there is also a pronounced shift by management policy
makers. That depends on the country and sector you’re looking at. China is the obvious one. This week I
met the CEO of Lukoil, the largest private energy company in Russia. He’s strongly ESG minded on how
they’re thinking about the assets and their relationship with investors. Sberbank is one that I find fascinating. It is essentially owned by Russia’s central bank. We find that its behaviour to be one of the best in the
EM, certainly amongst financials. Though it’s not universal. There are certain other companies within the
region that we would not invest in, but I would highlight Sberbank as being quite interesting in how they’ve
changed and how they’ve increased in their focus and certainly in governance issues.
Greening: Islington is a member of the Local Authority Pension Fund Forum (LAPFF), which now constitutes about 70% of all of the local authority pension funds. Because we act together it is possible to get
higher up the management tree in terms of influencing companies through AGMs and direct meetings. It
doesn’t always work but even if you don’t win the vote or get a decision it has a long-term effect and it
is the long-term we’re focused on. That’s where the G in governance becomes more significant because
it’s easy to say you’re interested in governance but you’re really, really focused on next quarter’s results.
Governance is something that has a long-term effect. If you’re really focused on the long-term then it
becomes far, far more important and integral to your approach.
Belgrove: There’s another lens in the active-passive discussion. On the one hand you’re in it for the long
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Joey Alcock

“If you divest out of a company it is difficult to engage. They’re not going to talk
to you if you’re not an owner.”
Joey Alcock, Bfinance
run, you’re going to be an owner, you can influence. On the other hand, an active manager can be more
selective and have that threat of removal. On balance the policy is likely to be more effective in a selective
way than in a passive way, if that is the dominant feature. Of course, you can construct things as part of
the policy that you’re looking at in terms of a negative screening approach: “I don’t want fossil fuels in my
portfolio,” but we suspect that renewable energy technology is going to come out of some of those same
firms. So exclusion could restrict your opportunities.
Alcock: Developed market ESG data disclosure from companies is quite sound, but in emerging markets
it’s still a mixed bag. A lot of the work managers and advocates do is to get better disclosure from some
of the companies around their ESG practices, but the passive guys tend to be reliant on some form of
third-party ESG data in order to implement it into their modelling.
There’s an interesting dynamic with respect to the inconsistency across ESG data provided by third parties. You often find they are on opposite sides of a particular ESG issue in a particular company and so we
do tend to focus on managers in the emerging markets that have some capability of generating their own
ESG data, their own scoring and their own analysis. Corporate meetings, direct engagements, there’s
a hugely valuable source of ESG data which active managers can funnel directly into their investment
process. So if you really want oomph in your ESG approach, active in emerging markets appears to be a
significantly more comfortable place for any ESG-focused investment.
Belgrove: The quality of non-financial data is markedly improving, but just to be a bit mischievous about
it you do hear tales of corporates that have got cute to the investor interest and are paying lip service.
Alcock: One of the criticisms around MSCI is that it is overly focused on disclosure. You can put an investor relations team into your firm that says all the right things that MSCI or one of the others want to hear
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in terms of disclosure, but is that materially happening in the background from a headline management
point of view? That’s a key question and unfortunately the active managers still have that better access
to the real, more genuine story.
Bourke: You said a word that resonates a lot with me, materiality. As an industry, we’ve moved a long way
from the checklist approach to ESG to actively engaging by speaking to senior management. It’s evolved
and continues to evolve quite rapidly. China’s now the largest supporter for the Paris Climate Change
Accord, that’s perhaps not something the investment community would have expected a year ago.
Alcock: One of the other revolutions is the breadth of ESG consideration. What we’re starting to see
with investors is the idea that if you do the governance right then the E and the S will follow. That is less
and less a belief from our investors. They are looking for managers that address each of those areas in
a sophisticated and detailed way because they do recognise that on the surface you can have attractive
governance standards or practices but also fall over on the E and S and increasingly that story of if you
get the G right everything else looks after itself is starting to weaken. That’s a warning for managers to be
careful what they say.
Bourke: When we look at Volkswagen and BP, the governance angle looked fine, it was cutting costs
and corners that put them in a hugely risky environmental situation. ESG has moved a long way beyond
thinking it’s a moral issue; it’s now about wanting companies to do the right thing because it could have
serious financial investment implications.

“My experience tells me it’s time in the market not timing the market that will
make you money.”
Donny Hay, PTL

Donny Hay
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